RETURNS POLICY

Returning damaged or unsold stock:

All MIT Press publications are distributed on a guaranteed sale basis and may be returned for full credit provided that conditions are met as we have stated them in the ABA Book Buyers Handbook.

No advance authorization is required.

Overstock titles in clean and saleable condition may be returned within 18 months of invoice date. Damaged, marked, or signed books are not returnable.

Incorrect titles and defective books may be returned for replacement or full credit, provided the return is made within 30 days of receipt of the original shipment and invoice numbers are enclosed.

Returns must be shipped directly to our warehouse:

The MIT Press
RETURNS
c/o Triliteral LLC
100 Maple Ridge Drive
Cumberland, RI 02864-1769

DO NOT SEND RETURNS TO OUR OFFICE ADDRESS IN CAMBRIDGE. THEY WILL BE RETURNED TO YOU.

A complete packing list with invoice numbers must be enclosed, and each carton of multiple carton shipments must be numbered. Booksellers assume responsibility for returns shipments and are advised to ship by motor freight or insured mail or United Parcel Service.